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REPORT ON 

PROPOSED GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM

PROPERTY 

RUPERT TOWNSHIP 

THUNDER BAY MINING DIVISION, ONTARIO

PURPOSE

The purpose of the program is to investigate, by 
ground geophysical methods, coincident airborne 
electromagnetic and magnetic geophysical anomalies 
which were detected by airborne geophysical surveys 
conducted on behalf of the Ontario Geological Survey (Ontario 
Geological Survey, Geophysical Series, Map 81287, Tashota- 
Geraldton-Longlac area).

The anomalies are covered by the 6 claim group reported 
on herein.

PROPERTY

The property consists of 6 unpatented claims, numbered 
1092096 to 1092101 inclusive (shown on accompanying map), 
Rupert Township, Thunder Bay Mining Division. The claims 
are held in trust for Milner Consolidated Silver Mines Ltd. 
by E.W. Bazinet, P. Eng. Milner own a 100% interest in the 
claims.

There are no option agreements or contractual work 
applicable to these claims, apart from a 2*^ net smelter 
royalty reserved to the claim Vendor.

ACCESS

Access is by means of snowmobile in the winter or in 
the summer by walking from the railway siding at Cavel, a 
distance of about 4.5 miles.

The property is located within a complexly folded 
East-West trending Precambrian Metavolcanic Belt, consisting 
of basic to acid lavas, tuffs, agglomerates and associated 
metasediments. These latter rocks are intruded by acid, 
basic and ultrabasic intrusives.
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The claims are totally covered by overburden and are 
shown on published geological maps as being underlain by 
basic and intermediate metavolcanics (Ontario Department of 
Mines, Geological Compilation Series, Map 2102).

CURRENT STATUS OF EXPLORATION

The author examined the property on several occasions 
and has determined that no exploration work of any nature has 
ever been carried out on the property. Based on a search of 
the assessment work files at the Ontario Department of Mines, 
there has never been any exploration work carried out on the 
property .

There are no published or unpublished reports pertaining 
to the property that the author is aware of.

RECOMMENDED WORK PROJECT

A program consisting of line cutting followed by 
ground geophysical surveys including a magnetometer survey 
and a Maxmin II horizontal loop electromagnetic survey is 
recommended as a preliminary exploration program on the 
property.

It is estimated that the program will start on December 
10, 1990 and will be completed by January 10, 1991.

Penetang, Ontario Respectfully Submitted, 
December l, 1990

EiWf Bazin 
Consulting Geologist
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REPORT

ON 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

FOR

MILNER CONSOLIDATED SILVER MINES LTD. 
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THUNDER BAY MINING DIVISION
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INTRODUCTION

Ground geophysical work, consisting of a V.L.F. electromagnetic 
survey, a horizontal loop electromagnetic survey and a magnetometer 
survey was carried out on a claim group in the Cavel Area, Ontario, 
during December 1990.

The survey outlined a strong horizontal loop electromagnetic 
conductor, coincident with a strong magnetic anomaly. The anomaly 
extends beyond the west boundary of the property and it is recommended 
that additional claims be staked to cover the westward extension of 
the anomaly. Additional line cutting and geophysical surveys will 
also be required to outline the westward extension of the zone.

The south portion of lines 20E and 24E were not covered by the 
horizontal loop electromagnetic survey during the recent survey due 
to an instrument breakdown, which could not be repaired in time to 
complete the survey and file the results to conform with the OMIP 
grant deadline of February 15, 1991.

It is therefore intended that these two lines will be surveyed 
in March 1991 at the same time as the additional work is carried 
out to outline the westward extension of the anomalous zone.
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PBOPERTY AND LOCATION

The claim group consists of six claims totalling approximately 
240 acres, situated along a greenstone belt, which extends through the 
Kowkash - Cavel area.

Access is by bush trail from Cavel or Kowkash, a distance of 
about 5 miles.

The claims are shown on the Rupert Township, Thunder Bay Mining 
Division claim map and are more precisely described as follows:

CIAIM NO. TB 1092096
1092097
1092098
1092099
1092100
1092101

TOTAL 6 claims

The claims are owned by Milner Consolidated Silver Mines Ltd.
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SURVEY METHOD AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

V.L.F. Electromagnetic Survey

The Geonics E.M. 16 electromagnetic unit was employed to conduct the 
survey on the property. This instrument monitors the signal transmitted from 
very low frequency stations operating at various locations throughout the world 
lor communications with military submarines. These V.L.F. radio stations have a 
vertical antenna. The antenna current is thus vertical, creating a concentric 
horizontal magnetic field which is transmitted through the ground. When these 
magnetic fields encounter conductive geological bodies in the ground, secondary 
fields radiate from the bodies.

The E.M. 16 measures the vertical in-phase component (Tangent of the Tilt 
Angle) in percent and the vertical out-of-phase component (Quadrature) in 
percent, of the secondary field.

Transmitter stations are selected to result in a field approximately at right 
angles to the main strike of the conductive bodies or geological feature being 
investigated, but a field of up to 45 0 to the main strike will yield acceptable 
results. The transmitter station at Lualualei Hawaii (23.4 KHz) was used to 
perform the survey on the property. Readings were recorded along grid lines at 
100 feet intervals. The grid lines are spaced 400 feet apart.

Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic Survey

The horizontal loop electromagnetic survey employed the apex parametrics 
Maxmin H electromagnetic instrument operated in the horizontal coil 
configuration with a transmitter - receiver separation of 328 feet, readings of 
the in-phase and out-of-phase components of the resultant field at 1777 Hz were 
recorded at station intervals of 100 feet and 50 feet, where greater detail was 
required. Grid lines were established at 400 feet spacings. The ideal profile of 
the electromagnetic readings over a conductive body forms a curve with positive 
shoulders as the conductor is approached and a negative trough over the 
conductor. Both the in-phase and out-of-phase response show the same general 
curve over a conductor except in areas of deep conductive overburden. In the 
latter setting phase rotation phenomena can alter the idea] type response over a 
bedrock conductive body. The ratio between the in-phase and out-of-phase 
response over a conductive zone provides a qualitative indication of the degree of 
conductivity as does the response at different transmitted frequencies. 
Conductivity thickness determinations (mhos) provide a quantitative method for 
comparing the degree of conductivity. In general, the ratio of the in-phase to 
out-of-phase response increases as the conductivity of the underlying body 
increases and a ratio of 1.0 or greater is considered to be typical of the response 
generated by a massive sulfide body.

The electromagnetic .responses as plotted on the accompanying map at a 
scale of 200 feet to the inch, are not corrected for topographic variations.
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The survey was conducted at a frequency of 1777 Hz to maximize the 
response f3.x)iu weakly mineralized zones and to differentiate between 
those V.L.F. conductors which are caused by sulfides and those which are 
'caused by conductive overburden.

Magnetometer Survey

The magnetometer survey employed the Geometrics Model G.816 portable 
magnetometer, measuring the total intensity of the earth's magnetic field within 
an accuracy of plus or minus one gamma. The magnetic responses as plotted on 
the accompanying maps, are corrected for diurnal variation and instrument drift, 
and are contoured at appropriate intervals.

Magnetic base stations were established at regular intervals so that base 
station readings were made approximately every 40 minutes. The base stations 
were located on the 0 + 00 base line,

The magnetic survey is plotted on the accompanying map at 200 feet to the 
inch.

y.
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INIEKPRETATION OF RESULTS CF THE GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM

The horizontal loop electromagnetic survey outlines a strongly 
conductive zone at least 2000 feet long. The zone extends to the 
west beyond the western boundary of the property. It is coincident 
with a strong magnetic anomaly and has a geophysical response typical 
of a concentration of massive sulfides including pyrrhotite and 
possibly magnetite. The zone has a maximum apparent width in excess 
of 200 feet and appears to dip steeply to the south.

The V.L.F. survey only detects the conductive zone very weakly, 
possibly due to very deep overburden cover.
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CONCDUSIONS AND REJOCMffiNDATIONS

The geophysical surveys outline a strong, wide conductive 
zone with geophysical response typical of a concentration of 
massive sulfides including pyrrhotite and/or magnetite. The zone 
extends beyond the west boundary of the property.

It is therefore reconroended that additional claims be staked to 
cover the westerly extension of the zone and that the geophysical 
surveys be extended to outline the extension of the zone to the west.

Following the completion of the geophysical surveys, it is 
recorrmended that at least one diamond drill hole be bored to explore 
the conductive zone.

Respectfully submitted,

E.W. Bazinet
Designated Consulting Engineer
Toronto, Ontario
December 31, 1990
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s) Geophysical

Township or Area RuPert
Claim Hnlder(s) E.W. Bazinet as agent

Total Miles of Line Hut

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer™.
—Radiometric——

DAYS 
per claim

V.L.F. 20

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne turveyi)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric

DATE: 0s*

(enter dayi per claim)

SIGNATURE:

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

Survey f-nmpany E.W. Bazinet Mining S. Exploration Ltd. 
Author of Report E.W. Bazinet P. Eng.-————-—— 
Address of A.ifhnr S.S.#3, Site 6, Oortip 20, Penetang, Ont. 
Covering Dates of SnrveyPsc. 13, 1990 to Dec. 31, 199Q]

(linecutting to office)

6.7

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(prefix) (number)

..-m.J.Q921Ql.

TOTAL CLAIMS.

837 (6/70)



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations. 33Q——————— 
Station interval ____100 feet——————- 
Profile scale______l inch equals 203;

.Number of Readings 330

Contour interval.

.Line sparing 400 feet

Instrument.
Accuracy — Scale constant. 
Diurnal correction method.
Base Station check-in interval (hours). 
Base Station location and value ___

z
Q
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W

O

Instrument Geonics E M 16 Electirnmayneiiir! nnifc
Coil configuration 
Coil separation — 
Accuracy ————— 
Method:

Ping m- nrinng

Frequency
SI Fixed transmitter

Haura-ii 9

D Shoot back D In line D Parallel line
.. -..
(ipedfy V.L.F. nation)

Parameters measured. Vertical in-phase oorpcment (tangent of the tilt angle) and Vertical 
out-of-phase component (Quadrature)

Instrument.
Scale constant

Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.
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Instrument ————————— 
Method O Time Domain 
Parameters — On time ^—— 

- Off time .-—,
— Delay time ———
— Integration time.

l l Frequency Domain 
_ Frequency _____
_ Range .^———.—.—.

Power.
Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing . 
Type of electrode



Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources
GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 

TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

ll

Type of Survey(s).
Township or Area Rupert IWp^.—^—.—.
Claim Holder(s) E.W. Bazinet as agent

Survey Company E.W. Bazinet Mining S Exploration Ltd. 
Author of Report E.W. Bazinet P. Efrg. ———-—-^-—
Address of Author S.S. #3. Site 6, Conp 20. Penetang Ont. 
Covering Dates of Survey Dec. 13. 1990 to Dec. 31. J69QLOK 1PO

(linecutting to office)

Total Miles of Line Cut 6.7 .

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer^.
—Radiometric——
—Other—————,

DAYS 
per claim

40

20

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credit! do not apply to airborne lurveyt)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic . Radiometric

DATE:.

(enter days per claim)

SIGNATURE:

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

"O •t* f *T * w

(prefix) (number)

i * * * •Tf* t a nVfnnVwiffvw* v 

i*4i rfTFT* * /TVi O rtWrtrt i * 

i * * * rt*T * * nvfffft 11 rvrrt t

TOTAL CLAIMS.

837 (5/79)



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Nvmiber of Stations 33Q———————— 
Station interval 100 feet_______ 
Profile scale____l inch equals 40!fe
Contour interval 200 gaimas and 500 qantnas

.Number of Readings 330 

.Line spacing 400 feet

Instrument. Geometrics Mcdel G816

Accuracy - Scale constant Plus or minus one gaitina
Diurnal correction method Corrected to refe
Base Station check-in interval (hours)_
Base Station location and value At each station cai South Boundary

40 minutes

Instrument

ELECTROMAGNETK
Oil configuration Hnri 7T)ntal iT^p

C-njl spparatinn 32R ff^t

Accuracy Plus or minus X/2%
Method: di Fixed transmitter CD Shoot back 
Frequency 1777 Hz

(specify V.L.F. nation)
Tn r'J-iac'fi arv^ f^ia/^yat-nw* /j"Mi4-— j-\-F^*-J-**n-ixiv\

CZl In line CD Parallel line

O

Instrument,
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.

2
li

Instrument ————————— 
Method D Time Domain 
Parameters — On time ——— 

- Off time ——
— Delay time ———
— Integration time.

Power.
Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing . 
Type of electrode

D Frequency Domain 
_ Frequency _____ 
_ Range———————
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THIS SUDM1T1AL CONSISIED OF VARIOUS REPORTS, SOME 

OF WHICH HAVE BEEN CULLED FROM THIS FILE. THE CULLED 

MATERIAL HAD BEEN PREVIOUSLY SUBMIT l ED UNDER THE 

FOLLOWING RECORD SERIES (TIE DOCUMENIS CAN BE VIEWED 

IN THESE SERIES):
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